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PART ONE 
 

 

elcome, sir. Have you been with us before?” 

“Uh, yes, I have.” 

“You may remember then that dinner will be served in that 

other room,” she smiles, turns slightly, and points generally behind her. “Please show 

your meal card at the entrance. And remember to please check the monitors. With the 

fog there are delays. There are no flight announcements made. Enjoy your time with us.” 

She is about forty or so, I suspect. Her uniform is perfect… and it would be, this 

being the lounge. I answer: “Thank you.” 

This is an excellent place to wait for a plane, especially tonight with fog and the 

delay. Some of the seats and decor are becoming a bit worn, but it is not a new lounge 

after all. And it holds how many? At least a hundred or so? Hard to say, but it certainly 

beats waiting downstairs at the gate. I am always underwhelmed by this terminal. It has 

so little after Security. 

Here they have free wifi and free drinks… but I will not have too many drinks. I 

sleep better on planes the less I drink. Where to sit? Not busy yet. A power point or two 

would be a good idea for the electronics. Hmm, that window seat over there will do… 

…No one immediately around it either… 

…Yes, I will declare this spot mine by tossing my jacket over the chair. But I will 

take my rucksack over to the bar. (No leaving bags unattended!) A view of parked planes 

and the runway as well – and it is definitely misty out there. 

Uh, there is the television too. Not interested. That cable news channel is always 

on in airports, with its on screen captioning silently sharing what is being said. The news 

is usually depressing. And we too often do not know what to believe any longer anyway: 

what is legit, or what is overblown, or what is basically made up. 

I think I will have one drink. Ha, I convinced myself of that pretty easily. Just a 

weak vodka and cola will more than do. I intend take advantage of this once more. 

Heaven knows, we use that credit card enough to build up the points to enjoy this 

lounge. For a few hours again I get to pretend we are rich.  

Snacks too? Those chocolate chip cookies over at the food bar look appealing. But 

no, I will be good. I will eat at dinner. 

“W 
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Okay, this drink will relax me. Now, back to the seat. It is great it is still so quiet. 

There cannot be more than a dozen people here yet. I wonder where everyone is? Best of 

all, there are no kids. But at least unlike the old days they are now usually staring at 

their tablets or have their headsets in and are not running around screaming. 

I really should use this time productively, take out the PC, and write more. Few 

distractions here. I suppose I am experiencing one of those writing lows that Uncle Bill 

had warned me he suffered from now and then. 

He always found his way out of a funk… sometimes thanks to a woman… who was 

not Aunt Giuliana. At times he did deserve a punch in the mouth. But I miss the old pain 

in the neck too. I never thought he would actually die... 

…Stop over-thinking this… and just write more of the manuscript – whatever 

comes to mind. Perfect spot for the drink too, positioned on the table just in front of me. 

Sit down now and into the rucksack and out with the laptop… 

 

* * * 

 

…Yep, sign in… Huh. Can you believe it? It remembers the wifi password? Obviously 

they have not changed it in the last year. 

More passengers are appearing… 

…She is coming this way? 

She just glanced at me and obviously noticed me looking at her. Average height. 

And, yes, yes, pretty. She has chosen the chair across from me? She is sitting now at 

conversational distance. I suppose I should acknowledge her, so I will smile and nod… 

Now she is smiling back… and what a smile on her too. It should be illegal to be 

able to smile like that and have teeth like those. She cannot be more than thirty-five, 

max, I would guess. 

…Oh, wow, she must be somebody? But I am sure I have never seen her before. 

Of course that does not mean she is not famous somewhere… 

We never know who we will stumble upon in these places. From time to time 

there are well-known faces. They are traveling just like I am, just like we all do. 

A casual top, jeans, sneakers, and her brown hair pulled back into a high ponytail 

tied up with what looks like a bow: I am guessing this is her ease of travel outfit. 
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With all of the hassles, few of us dress up to fly any longer. That is sad. I am as 

always in my standard flying clothes: Rugby shirt, jeans, and comfortable Italian boots 

that I can pull off in an instant at Security. 

And I could be her… uh, fath… older brother. Uh, much older. 

Remember this and remember her: I may get something here I can use in a book 

someday… 

She is getting up already? Oh, I know. I am sure she is going to ask… 

“Hello, can you watch my things for a moment?” 

“Uh…” 

“I wish to get a glass of wine.” 

“Okay.” 

What else can I say to that but okay? 

And there she goes. Well, now we are talking. The wine did look tempting, but I 

will stick on the V & C for now anyway… 

…Oh, no, now a family of four is walking in this direction? Two pre-teens? Please, 

please take them into the other corner, please! The kiddie area is over there. That is it… 

Go that way… Keep walking. Perfect… 

Ms. Ponytail is coming back. She must be someone? Television? Film? She could 

be in either… 

“Thank you,” she says as she sits, smiles again, places her wine glass on the table 

between us, and crosses her legs. 

“You’re welcome.” 

And out comes her phone. 

I know, I know, I know: I should not be surreptitiously looking at her. 

She seems to be pointing the phone at herself now – probably taking a quick 

selfie. And now the tapping the screen and swiping starts… until she stops, keeps the 

phone in her left hand, picks up her wine glass with her right, sips the drink, and looks 

out the window at the runway. 

I wish I could place her? It is maddening. Where have I seen her before? 

Uh, oh, she glances at me and I am sure she caught me looking at her once more.  

She asks: “You are here flying why?” 

I decide to shut down the laptop. I would rather talk with her. 
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* * * 

 

With that sentence from her, and her accent, I am also thinking English is not her first 

language. I respond: “I’m returning to London after visiting my father in Pennsylvania. 

My mother passed away in 2015.” 

“Oh, I’m sorry,” she frowns and notes as she uncrosses her legs, leans forward, 

places her glass on the table and begins now to dig down into her handbag at her feet. 

“I try to get over here and see him as often as I can,” I add as I close the PC’s 

cover, open my rucksack, slip the thin computer into the bag, and then zip its 

compartment closed. “What brought you to lovely New Jersey and this fog?” 

“Uh, I came to New York,” she smiles, looks quickly down at her phone and then 

zips her pocketbook shut once more, sits back and crosses her legs again. “I’m on that 

business flight to Paris first for a few days, to visit. After, I fly to Varna.” 

I answer: “Varna’s in Bulgaria. A British friend lives near there now. Are you?...” 

“…No, I’m Romanian,” she clarifies for me as she leans forward again, phone still 

in her left hand, picks up her wine glass with her right, and then sits back and consumes 

what seems to be a lot of the drink. “Varna is the nearest airport to my home.” 

I follow her lead. I pick up my drink, take a sip, and then reveal, “The little I 

know, I think Romanian sounds a lot like Italian.” 

“Yes, well it is much like Italian,” she asserts in a pleasant tone. 

I try to be sociable: “Do you know Paris well? I spent a lot of time there years ago. 

I live in England now.” 

“Ah, so you are on that other flight? I know Paris some. I will see friends there. 

Then I fly to Berlin and then to Varna.” 

“That’s quite a journey you have. At least mine ends at Heathrow.” 

“I was here for a short holiday. I had never been. I traveled with two friends, and 

they are going on to see more. Bah,” she offers a playfully disgusted face, sips more of 

her wine and remarks, “I have to return soon now to work.” 

I note: “I was born in New York.” Now curious, I ask: “Your job?” 

“Television,” she smiles, her perfect teeth again nearly dazzling. “I present 

features and the weather.” 

“Uh, are you going to be eating dinner?” 
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“Yes,” she confirms and then downs more of her wine. 

I was right. With that face and that look, naturally she is in television. Okay, you 

have never seen her before, but you had her occupation on target. I might as well be 

honest: “I was going to eat too.” 

“This seems like a good time.” 

I feel myself getting drawn into talking with her. And she seems happy to talk. I 

observe: “It’s funny. I’ve never spoken to anyone like this in an airport lounge.” 

And that is true. 

“I have not either,” she replies. 

That is a surprise to me. I have to question that further, of course. I think I should 

drop my name too: “I’m James. Why do you think that is?” 

“Oh, I’m, uh, Andreea. I think maybe we want to speak, but we feel we don’t know 

what to say. Or we worry that we may like someone, but they are going to the other side 

of the world so we will never see them again so why bother.” 

“Those are as good reasons as I have ever heard.” 

And that is true also. I also notice my drink is by now nearly finished. 

She shifts direction. “That couple over there, with the children,” she lowers her 

voice, “no one but another couple with children would probably want to talk to them.” 

I knock back the last of my drink and leave the drained glass on the table. I would 

like to eat with her. There is story material here. I hint: “I think it’s time for dinner…” 

“Are you Business or First?” she asks. 

I had not thought of that as a potential dining hurdle. “Uh, First.” 

Finished with her wine, and now depositing her empty glass on the table, she 

points out, “I don’t think we may eat together in the First area.” 

She has caught my hint and seems to want to join me. I will figure this out. I 

reply: “We’ll eat in Business then.” 

“No, you don’t have to.” 

Hmm, maybe they will not be too tough about this? I suggest to her: “I would 

rather eat with you and talk, than to eat alone in First. Let’s try this…” 
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PART TWO 

 

ello,” the sixty-something woman greeter, evidently Italian or Italian-

American, and who reminds me of my now late five foot tall mother both 

in looks and in height, meets us at the rope barrier outside of the First 

Class dining area. “Welcome. Your meal, uh, cards, please?” 

I have to start: “Here is mine. She doesn’t have one.” 

“Has, uh, she misplaced it?” 

“No, she’s in Business on the flight to Paris. We’d like to eat together, if that is not 

too much trouble?” 

I feel the woman study me closely for a few moments. She turns to look at 

Andreea next. 

I sense I had better explain further: “We just met and we’ve been talking. Is it 

possible we could have a table?” 

“Ah,” the woman smiles as she seems to take away the wrong impression: that 

this is kind of romantic. 

For Andreea and I both know it is not that. She is aware now that I am happily 

married. And before we strolled over here she had revealed casually to me that she is 

engaged… which I had already guessed anyway given that boulder of an engagement 

ring she is wearing. 

Yet I find myself also recalling Lena from years ago saying to me over a one-on-

one lunch at the University of Long Island that she believed women and men cannot 

really be friends in the same way as those of the same sex… because there is always 

something sexual between them even if they refuse to admit it. I had gotten the 

Russian’s point; but I had also hoped it was not always so starkly black and white, and in 

the end I did not want to think too much about it. I wonder whatever happened to her. 

She is probably working by now for President Vlad or something. 

“You have just met here in the lounge?” the woman probes in a friendly and now 

unmistakably Queens accent that also reminds me of my mother. “Well, it is pretty quiet 

in First tonight. There aren’t going to be many in it. Go on. Sit where you like and I’ll 

bring you menus.” 

 

“H 
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* * * 

 

At our table the greeter hands a now sitting Andreea a menu. She then hands one to me. 

Yes, I think, this is undoubtedly far better than eating alone, or even in Business. 

With the woman having walked away, seated to my right Andreea grins and 

remarks, “That was great.” 

I think too that I cannot believe it worked, but it did. Now I have to behave as if it 

was no big deal: “The worst she could have said was ‘No.’ It’s First Class. If it’s quiet, 

what difference would it make to serve us both?” 

A twenty-something Latin-looking woman server now approaches our table and 

asks if we would like drinks. I think now I will have some red wine. Andreea asks the 

woman for a glass of red too. The woman nods, smiles, and steps away. 

I lean back in the comfortable seat and feel myself relaxing again. I do not know 

why I do, but I look over toward the Departures screen I cannot make out from here. 

Then I notice Andreea reach into her large handbag that she had left on the floor beside 

her feet, retrieve her phone, and begin tapping at and swiping the phone’s screen. 

Moments later the server returns with our glasses of wine, leaves one first in front 

of Andreea, and then places the other before me. She smiles again at Andreea, and then 

nods my way, and finally heads towards what is probably the kitchen. 

Andreea smiles back at the woman, crosses her legs, and follows by putting her 

phone down on the table beside her carefully pre-placed fork. Next she lifts her glass 

and before taking a sip of her wine looks at me and states, “My fiancé’s family thinks I 

should not be working in television.” 

That from her surprises me: “Really?” 

“They are very old-fashioned,” she adds just before she sips the wine. 

“I have to say, Andreea, your English is excellent.” 

Holding the glass at her chin, she laughs lightly and replies, “And I shall not ask 

you about your Romanian, James.” 

“Uh, I can say ‘Nadia Comaneci’?” 

That was dopey and I know it. But, eh, what the heck? 

I am sure she is humoring me as she smiles and responds, “Yes, perfect.” 

I pick up my own wine glass now. Time for a sip or two, and to try to make some 
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small talk that is not as silly as that Comaneci comment: “I’m sorry, but I don’t know 

much about Romania other than some generalities. Like Bucharest is the capital.” 

“Actually, I’m from a city called Cluj.” 

As she notes that, her phone buzzes several times. I cannot resist smiling and 

saying, “And you just got a notification. And another and another…” 

“Uh, my Insta,” she replies. “I put up a photo before.” 

She is certainly quick and good on social media. No surprise, I suppose. I hear 

myself asking, “You did that while we were talking out in the lounge? Obviously my 

conversation held your attention.” 

“No, no, you are fine,” she chuckles. “It took me only a second. It was a selfie 

before we were talking, I think. My fiancé will probably like it.” 

“Social media is how we live now. I write. Suddenly, I’m my uncle now.” 

“Your uncle?” 

“He was an author for thirty years until he died not long before my mother. I’d 

been telling him he needed to get his books on the Kindle. Now we have all this social 

media. It is how authors function now. I would so much rather just write my books.” 

“Does your wife like that you write? I would think the English like writing. They 

have many great writers.” 

“She does not dislike that I write,” I find myself revealing with a smile as this at 

times uncomfortable reality hits me once more. “However, I think she would like it a lot 

more if I made lots more money doing it.” 

Now I notice the greeter has just seated another couple well away from us… 

…And now, she is circling back to our table. She is grinning as she asks, “If you 

are ready to order, I will send over the server?” 

 

* * * 

 

“You said you write ‘romances’?” asks Andreea as she about finishes off her vegan 

starter. 

“Yes, I suppose you’d call them ‘romances,’ but I think of them as more social 

commentaries. Fun at times, serious at others. People books. I need to write something 

new now, but I’m not sure what. I think I need to find some new material.” 
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“So will I be?” she offers a sly grin. “We are in First Class dining. And the way we 

got in here?” 

“I would be lying if I said the thought hadn't crossed my mind since we sat down 

here. I’m thinking of a short story, but I’ve never published one of those.” 

“I love Harry Potter.” 

Not my sort of writing, but I will make light of it: “Who doesn’t? You probably 

wouldn’t like my books then really. My most recent was about an American in France 

during the French Revolution. There were no wizards. But there was a guillotine.” 

“I love my job,” she observes. “You may think it only is presenting the weather, 

but I have learned much about producing. I wish to do more of that someday.” 

I realize now that we have not much discussed her first visit to the U.S. With the 

main course due to be served any moment and sure this will make for good 

conversation, I ask: “You said you’ve never been here before. What did you see of New 

York and the States?” 

 

* * * 

 

“Yes, it was a lovely dinner, thank you,” Andreea smiles and informs the greeter as we 

meet her again at the rope entrance on our way back to the main lounge. 

“Yes, thank you,” I add to the woman. 

“You are welcome,” she replies and smiles at me. 

I feel I should ask Andreea and I turn to her and do so: “Your roller bag? I can 

take it for you.” 

“Thank you, but I can manage,” she politely turns down my offer. 

Looking back towards where we had been sitting earlier, naturally those window 

seats have gone. But I notice there are others together beyond mid-room. I gesture at 

them and double-check with her, “Over there? Those?” 

“Yes,” she agrees. 

Now she demonstrates how to walk quickly, while apparently pretending not to 

be walking too quickly…  

…And she reaches the seats before anyone else does. It is now getting pretty full 

in here and empty seats in pairs or more are becoming rare. However, as I sit in the seat 
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next to her I hear two pre-teens in the row behind us: I had not spotted them before, 

and their piercing voices are carrying… 

“Ugh,” obviously having heard them too, she leans over and whispers to me. “We 

want to talk. I like children, but this is a business place for adults, not a play school.” 

Good, she agrees with me about that. She is as annoyed by them as I am. 

Luckily I spot other free seats. I suggest to her, “Those in that far corner are free. 

If we hurry we can grab them before someone else. We can talk more there. I’ll roll your 

bag over.” 

“Excellent idea,” she confirms and smiles as she stands up and proceeds once 

again to hurry – while appearing not to hurry – to those seats before anyone else gets to 

them. 

She wins any race. Rolling her bag and following her, before I reach my seat she 

has already planted herself down in hers, crossed her legs, jammed her phone charger 

into the socket next to her chair and plugged her phone in. Seconds after that she is 

again tapping at and repeatedly swiping her phone’s screen… 
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PART THREE 

 

t is tough not to wonder if we will ever leave. I update her: “Still delayed. Both 

flights are.” 

From her seat next to mine Andreea gazes up at me standing over her. 

Clearly deflated next she cranes her neck towards the Departures screen, which is close 

to impossible really to read at this distance. 

Seated again, I look momentarily at this wall television that is much closer to us 

than the Departures screen I just left behind on the far side of the room. Saying I am 

bored by the television is an understatement. It is still silently showing that cable news 

channel – and its anchors have probably been blathering in circles about the same stuff 

for hours now. 

She is far more interesting to me, so I turn back to her and state: “Cable news. I’m 

beginning to think we know too much, that we need less information about the world, 

not more.” Remembering her job, I smile as I add, “But I’m sure you don’t agree.” 

“It is the news,” she crosses her right leg over her left and shrugs. “Since we have 

more time, you want to see some of my Insta?” 

She looks back down at her phone and after tapping and swiping the screen 

repeatedly she leans over from her chair, smiles, and shows me the screen. In this year 

old picture evidently grabbed by an unseen photographer a few feet away, she is sitting 

close-lipped and glancing almost seductively over her left shoulder from behind the 

wheel of a parked red convertible. Her long hair is a wind-blown glamorous mess – or 

she has tried to make it appear that way. 

I cross my legs too and declare: “And you clearly like sports cars.” 

That was not meant to be sarcastic. Quickly I realize it may have sounded that 

way. I hope she did not catch that. 

“Ah, I wish I would own one of those,” she says. “We rented that last summer on a 

visit in Italy. My fiancé took that photo.” 

I nod and feign more curiosity than I actually possess as I remember that I am 

mostly indifferent about cars… and hastily decide that I am absolutely not telling her 

that car talk mostly bores me. 

Next it appears she is determined to show me another photo. After more tapping 

I 
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and scrolling, again she turns the screen my way and states, “This is me at my work. In 

the studio.” 

Obviously her casual travel outfit here is not how she is dressed on air. 

She smiles again, pulls back the phone, and I notice her scrolling yet again. 

Moments later, once more she puts the phone before me… 

I reply to that next photo: “You have a cat? I am not surprised.” 

“Why?” 

I chuckle: “Women and cats. When you marry, see if when he’s your husband he 

still wants your cat around.” 

“Now, now,” she chuckles too as again she pulls back the phone and swipes 

further. She has found another and puts it before me… 

“Oh, and you paint?” 

“Well, you write,” she counters as she pulls back the phone once more.  

“What were you painting there?” 

“Flowers.” 

Having scrolled more, now she shows me one from Bali. It is more suggestive 

than even the earlier convertible photo. I am not sure how I should react to this one, so I 

nod… 

She pulls back her phone yet again, swipes several times and apparently locating 

still another photo now holds the phone before me once more as she explains, “And here 

is Vatican City. You’ve been there? We love Rome.” 

“Oh, yes,” I agree. “We love it too.” 

She snickers and lowers her phone. “There is more than one phone here. Okay, I 

must see some of yours,” lightheartedly she challenges me. 

And I knew she was going to do that eventually. 

“Come on,” she shakes her head at me as she now places her phone down on the 

table next to her. “You have seen from mine. You have Insta?” 

“Yes I do, but I’m not nearly as fascinating as you.” 

“This, I will decide,” she smiles. 

I reach into my pocket, pull out my phone, and eventually manage to open the 

app. My turn to be embarrassed, I suppose. I scroll to find a photo. Ah, got one… 

“I see,” she smiles and studies the picture as I hold it before her. “You at the 
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London Eye. I love London too. Your wife took that?” 

I reply: “Yes. I wonder at times what she sees in me. I think about what 

Humphrey Bogart once said about no longer being a handsome guy. I’m not a kid any 

longer. The hair is thinning some on top. I suppose maybe I was okay looking once, but 

I’m not really anymore.” 

“Don’t be so silly,” she dismisses my comment, uncrosses her right leg from over 

her left and then quickly crosses her left now over her right. 

I resume scrolling as I hunt for another good photo. Yes, I think one of these will 

do from back in June. I turn the phone back towards her so she may again see the 

screen. “You know her, I am sure,” I state as I show her this picture of the famous name 

in lights on the outside of the stadium. 

Sounding impressed, she questions, “Oh, you saw her?” 

“Yeh,” I recall of the concert. “My wife and I. Ninety-eight thousand other people 

that day at Wembley. I think every one of them worshiped her… I post photos of myself 

now and then too on Insta only because that is what people seem to expect.” 

She nods and smiles. 

Searching my Insta again, I find one of my book covers. Again I turn the phone 

screen so she can see it. “Here. This is what I write. Any attention I seek on social media 

is really to get it for my writing, my novels.” 

She seemingly scrutinizes the screen. 

Once I feel she has seen enough, pulling my phone back once more I decide I 

want to ask this of her and I do: “Does your future husband have an issue with some of 

yours on Insta? That photo of you, in Bali…” 

“It was a holiday with him,” she laughs. She picks her phone up from the table 

and again starts tapping and swiping the screen. 

Having seen her follower numbers earlier, I cannot resist pointing out, “You have 

your fifteen thousand followers, and I have my few hundred.” 

Not looking up from her phone, she observes, “I am sure your few hundred are 

devoted to you.” 

“Uh, I am sure your fifteen thousand are much more devoted to you.” 

Still looking at her phone, she giggles almost like – I think – a teenager. 

I question: “What’s funny?” 
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“You think my followers are devoted to me?” 

I reply: “I don’t attract that number.” 

“I do only because I am on television I am sure.” 

I recall this example of the point I am trying to make and remark: “Just the other 

day, someone who followed me a while ago, an actress, and who I followed back after 

and for a long time, and we had had some laughs I thought now and then, suddenly 

unfollowed me. I had no idea why. When I realized it, I unfollowed her…” 

Finally she looks up from her phone, seems to study me, and asks, “You use one 

of those follower apps?” 

“Yes, but it’s not that I have so many people following, just that I don’t like when 

people play games to follow, get you to follow and then unfollow you. I thought she was 

well beyond that. She must have used one of those apps too, because seconds later, out 

of nowhere, she had left a flowers emoji under my most recent post. I liked it to show 

her I wasn’t offended. The next day, for the first time in ages, she liked one of my 

photos. I don’t get it…” 

“She follows many people?” 

I respond: “I noticed she had unfollowed a thousand or more…” 

“Ah, she is probably one of those wanting to look more special than she is. She 

decided she did not need you anymore, but did not wish to hurt your feelings.” 

“I wasn’t hurt. Follow me, don’t follow me, I don’t care. But don’t play games…” 

She declares, “There are a lot of those people on there. They are so false.” 

“I was thinking too, ‘If I hit it really big as an author, I bet she is going to follow 

me again then.’” 

“I am sure she will do it very quickly,” she laughs. “She will tell everyone she 

knows you.” 

I find I keep talking: “I like real people and people who interact now and then. It 

is supposed to be ‘social media.’” 

“You don’t know as a man on it what a woman must endure,” now speaking 

seriously, she offers. “I get so many DMs from, uh, weird men.” 

“I’m sure,” I nod. 

“I ignore them. But you always worry a little. There are scary men out there.” 

Now I recall this and I think I will share it with her: “I did have one young lady 
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DM me who appeared to be quite unsettled. I didn’t really want to communicate with 

her, but I did not want to block her. So I tried to quietly ignore her. ‘Social media’ can 

seem too personal. I was really pleased when she unfollowed me.” 

“We all have to be ‘brands’ but I’m not a brand I’m a person,” she observes in an 

almost professional tone. “I hate that I have to be a brand. My boss wants me to post 

more in Romanian and less in English.” 

Suddenly this comes to my mind and I think it is worth mentioning: “Yes, I saw 

you have an ‘official’ tick. I don’t. No one is actually more private than a writer. We want 

people to read what we write, but we don’t necessarily want to attract everyone’s 

personal attention either.” 

 

* * * 

 

Having returned to our seats after a chat at Reception, I break Andreea the bad news: “It 

does not look like either of our flights is leaving at all tonight. The woman said we in 

Business and First on both flights are going to be staying overnight at one hotel. They 

are working on the details.” 

“Oh, no,” she tosses her head back. 

“They will get us out tomorrow – the first flights they can manage, she said. They 

will make an announcement in a few minutes.” 

“I was expecting this,” she frowns. “It is now nearly midnight.” 

“She said our bags from the flights will be near check-in. Shuttle buses at the 

entrance will take us to the hotel. They will give us, uh, room and food vouchers.” 

 

* * * 

 

“What a night,” she observes to me as she steps away at last from the hotel’s check-in 

desk. 

“You have your room?” 

“I do finally,” she confirms and sighs. “Time for sleep. I need it. Which floor are 

you?” 

I reply: “Uh, the fifth.” 
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“Ah, so am I. So we will go up together?” 

“You okay with that bag?” 

“It is just the two.” 

I notice and warn her: “Oh, another bus is arriving. Let’s go now. The lobby will 

be really full in a minute.” 

“I was never so happy to be in Business,” she adds. 

Reaching the elevator, I push the button to open it and the doors quickly part. 

Seeing it empty, I am relieved and observe, “We were at least ahead of most of the other 

people.” 

She steps into the elevator first as we drag our bags aboard behind us. After we 

are fully clear of the doorway, automatically the doors start to shut. 

Abruptly, however, two I suspect sixty-something men appear and I suppose we 

have to be civil, so I hit the button to stop the doors from closing. They step carefully 

aboard to join us. As I retreat to allow them on, I notice one man pushes the button for 

the third floor. 

Fortunately they have only a small trolley bag each. Andreea and I are now 

standing nearly backs against the wall, unable to get near the floor buttons. 

“Five, please,” suddenly Andreea remarks to the men, one of whom dutifully 

pushes that floor number for us and turns and smiles at her. 

Of course, I think, he smiles at her. 

The men now stand silently facing forward as the elevator moves up past the 

second floor. It stops at their third floor, the doors open, and they step off. After they are 

gone, the doors close again and the elevator continues its journey upwards. 

Monitoring the floor numbers as we climb, I hear myself mutter, “Almost there. 

All this time traveling and we haven’t actually gotten anywhere.” 

“We reached an airport hotel,” she chuckles in return. 

The elevator stops at the fifth floor and the doors part. Struggling to direct her 

two wheeled bags behind her, she disembarks first. Watching her, I think to myself that 

the only people who actually look good manipulating luggage are naturally those in 

luggage ads. 

After I am off the elevator too, the doors closed, and I spot the descending 

illuminated floor numbers on the wall controller indicating that the vehicle is heading 
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down to the lobby, I feel I have to say something about what happens next: “Hopefully, 

we get to somewhere tomorrow.” 

As we stand just feet apart in the middle of the empty and quiet hallway, she asks, 

“Your room is where?” 

Actually, I am not entirely sure. I have not yet checked the directional signs. 

Suddenly, I see them. I state and point, “Uh, I’m that way.” 

“Yes, I am this other way. So, goodbye?” 

“Yeh, I guess so,” I confirm. “I have to go online to the airline after six o’clock in 

the morning. They’ll confirm the new flight I’m on.” 

“Ah, yes, they said to me the same,” she nods. “Maybe we could meet downstairs 

for breakfast at about seven?” 

“A familiar face when you’re traveling alone like this is welcome.” 

“Yes,” she agrees. “I’d like that,” she finishes with a broad, if weary, smile. 

I glance quickly at my watch and note, “It’s after one already…” 

“I know,” she grumbles. “I can’t believe it. But I don’t think I will sleep very 

much. And we have to wake up so early.” 

Instinctively I look down. “Yes, I suppose I won’t either. Some sleep is better than 

nothing. And there’s always on the planes tomorrow to sleep and sleep…” 

 

* * * 

 

“Yes,” the young-twenties-age and friendly male receptionist replies to me, “they went 

earlier than expected. Most didn’t even get breakfast. Their shuttles took them all back 

to the airport.” 

I try to be blasé and submerge my disappointment. I am thinking it is a shame 

that we will not get that breakfast together. She is gone already. 

Anyway, even if alone, I might as well have that free breakfast. They gave me that 

coupon last night when I checked in… let me show him... “My coupon…” 

“Uh, yes, just show it at the entrance to the breakfast room,” he smiles and points 

down the hall. 

“Thank you,” I respond as I turn and start to walk that way. I have my plan: I will 

eat, go back upstairs, get my bags, come back down here to the lobby and await my 
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shuttle… 

…Did my phone just buzz? Eh, it is probably the world’s greatest airline saying we 

are delayed even longer or I have to connect through Des Moines or something. Let me 

check in case I have to rush and breakfast is out… so I will stop, stand against this wall 

and get out of other people’s way… 

…And I pull the phone from my pocket and immediately see that thankfully it is 

not the airline or any new problems. I laugh to myself. I just received a notification of a 

new Insta-follower. 

I realize now. She must be back in the lounge or waiting at her gate and killing 

time. [I tap at the screen and swipe…] LOL! Well, I have to follow her back. [Tap.] 

There, done. 

So, I am now number, uh, 15,238.  

 

THE END 


